Ulster Museum

Ulster Museum is an iconic home to our unique and diverse cultural collections. With more than 150 years of history behind it, the museum is a treasure trove of knowledge, history, and culture. From its world-famous collections to its engaging exhibitions and events, Ulster Museum offers a unique experience for visitors of all ages.

Belfast Zoo

Only a short journey from the city centre, Belfast Zoo is home to more than 1,200 species, showcasing their natural habitats. Take a journey into the world of wildlife and learn about the fascinating animals that call Belfast Zoo home.

Crumlin Road Gaol

Crumlin Road Gaol dates back to 1855 and stands as a proud example of Victorian Gothic architecture. Visitors can explore the prison’s history, from the days of its opening to the present day, and gain insight into the lives of those who were and still are incarcerated within its walls.

Titanic Belfast & SS Nomadic

The self-guided Titanic Experience is the most authentic way to discover the story of Titanic Belfast. Visitors can explore the ship’s life and its impact through interactive exhibits and replicas of famous artefacts. The visitors will be guided by your own device, allowing an unforgettable experience.

Ulster Folk Museum

Experience Ulster’s rich heritage through its history and culture. Visitors can explore the region’s traditional crafts, see how Ulster’s rural life was like, and have a glimpse into its architectural developments. The museum is an essential stop for anyone interested in Ulster’s cultural and historical past.

Ulster Transport Museum

Journey through time and discover the story of transport and social change in this part of the world. Explore the evolution of transportation, from horse-drawn carriages to modern vehicles. Visitors can also see and learn about the impacts of transportation on society, from the effects on the environment to the ways it has shaped modern society.

Visit Belfast

Enjoy a free Welcome Pack upon arrival in your accommodation in Belfast. The pack includes a map of the city, a guide to attractions, and essential information to make the most of your stay.

Translink

Get to and around Belfast and Northern Ireland with ease. Translink offers a range of services, including buses, trains, and rail, making it easy to explore the region. Whether you’re a local or a tourist, Translink has something for everyone.

Translink Customer Services

For public transport enquiries visit www.translink.co.uk or Translink Customer Services on 0345 600 6006.
More Attractions & Activities

Prison Island

Discover the history of British military life in the heart of the city at the Prison Island Museum, home to one of the finest collections of military artefacts in Northern Ireland. Visit the 18th-century Magdalene Flats and learn about the lives of the prisoners who lived there.

Tel: 028 90 76 6277

10% off - prisoner's experience

ArtisAnn Gallery

Home to some of the best contemporary Irish art, the ArtisAnn Gallery at 70 Bloomfield Shopping Centre offers a unique space to display and purchase art. Located in the heart of Maritime Mile, the gallery showcases the work of local and international artists, providing a platform for emerging talent.

Tel: 028 9099 7022

15% off - gallery pass

Craft NI

Visit Craft NI, located within the Belfast City Hall, to explore the work of over 200 local designers and makers. The gallery showcases a wide range of handmade products, from ceramics to textiles, and provides a platform for local creators to sell their work.

Tel: 028 9032 6818

10% off - gallery pass

Belfast Cathedral

Step inside the magnificent Belfast Cathedral, Belfast’s largest church, and admire the stunning stained glass windows and ornate architecture. The cathedral has a rich history, dating back to the 13th century, and houses important artworks and relics.

Tel: 028 9023 5050

10% off - cathedral pass

Chichester Guinness Storehouse

Experience the history of the world-famous Guinness beer at the Chichester Guinness Storehouse. The tour takes you behind the scenes of the brewery, where you can learn about the brewing process and sample some of the iconic beer.

Tel: 028 9032 9977

10% off - brewery pass

Barbican Shopping Centre

The Barbican Shopping Centre is renowned for its high-end boutiques and luxury brands, offering a shopping experience that caters to all tastes. Discover a range of designer clothing and fashion accessories, or indulge in some retail therapy at this popular destination.

Tel: 028 9023 5050

10% off - shopping pass

Cotton's Building

Cotton's Building is a Sleeper’s Railway Turntable, which was used to turn locomotives and carriages in the past. The building is a unique example of Victorian engineering and has been restored to its former glory, providing a glimpse into the history of rail transport.

Tel: 028 9077 6277

10% off - industrial experience

Tourist Information Centre

Visit the Tourist Information Centre to gather information about events, attractions, and local activities. The centre provides maps, brochures, and advice to help you make the most of your visit to Belfast.

Tel: 028 9077 6277

10% off - tourism pass

Belfast Botanic Gardens

Belfast Botanic Gardens are a beautiful urban oasis that offers a serene space for relaxation and exploration. Visit the gardens to admire a diverse range of plant species and enjoy the peaceful setting.

Tel: 028 9077 6277

10% off - botanical pass

The Lost City

Experience the thrill of Lost City, a state-of-the-art adventure park featuring interactive and immersive experiences. Visitors can explore themed worlds, take on challenges, and enjoy an exhilarating day out with friends and family.

Tel: 028 9077 6277

10% off - lost city pass

Belfast Hotels

Belfast offers a wide variety of hotels to suit all budgets and preferences. From bustling cities to tranquil retreats, there are numerous options available to accommodate your stay.

Tel: 028 9077 6277

10% off - hotel pass

Belfast Visitor Information Centre

The Belfast Visitor Information Centre provides valuable information about the city, including details on attractions, events, and transportation options. Visitors can also book tours and experiences through the centre.

Tel: 028 9077 6277

10% off - visitor pass

Belfast City Council

Belfast City Council is the local authority responsible for the administration and development of the city. The council is dedicated to improving the quality of life for residents and visitors alike, offering a range of services and resources.

Tel: 028 9077 6277

10% off - council pass